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Abstract:

Bound states of the two-deltas system are investigated

by employing the realistic one boson exchange potential.

It Is found that there exist many bound states in each isospin

channel and also found that the tensor interaction plays

important role in producing these bound states. Relationship

between these bound states and dibaryon resonances is

discussed.

Experimental studies on the proLon-proton, pion-deuteron

and Y-deuteron scatterings suggest the existence of several

dibaryon resonances. These dibaryon resonances are believed

to be threshold effects and d states of baryons or 6-quark

states. The d states of baryons have been studied in terms

of bound states of the N-A2' and the A-A3' systems or the uNN

4) *

ard nnNN states. Although the d model is a reasonable and

interesting extension of the ordinary nuclear physics compared

to the introduction of the exotic 6-quark states, there exists

a serious objection on this model, especially on the T=0 bound

states in the A-A system. ' The lowest T=0 bound state in

the A-A system, which has been studied by Kamae and Fujita (K-F)

with non-relativistic S state one boson exchange potentials (OBEP)

having a reasonable hard core, is the 3 state and has a

binding energy of about 100 MeV. ' On the other hand, the

phase shift analysis indicates the existence of a negative

parity state ( F~) at 2.2 GeV ( the corresponding binding energy

is 260 MeV ) . ' The objection on the d model is how to explain

this negative parity state within the model. Here, although

this objection looks l i k e a real puzzle, we have two questions

on this puzzle. The first question is on the reliability of

the K-F's calculations without the tensor part of the OBEP,

because it is well known that the tensor interaction plays

essential role to produce the deuteron state. The second one

is on the experimental level assingment, i.e. Whether the state

found experimentally is really T=0,3 + state or not,71 and also

whether the dibaryon resonance of the T=0 negative state at
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In this letter we study the bound states of the &-&

system with the OBEP having the tensor part, and show that

tht second question is resolved partially.

fte a-fi potential: We employ the following non-relativistic

OBEP as the A-A potential:

(Vi)(r)+V(j(r)+V(|)(r))+(Vir(r)+Vp(r)* V(5 (r)) < ,) r > r

I - u>>p

where T and o are respectively the isospin and spin operators

for the A particles (T=3/2, S=3/2). We employ the following

relationship for coupling constants: 2' 3*

fir = 5finiN '

EP = gNNp '

f = 3fw p

with meson masses:

m̂  - 138 MeV ,

mp = 763 MeV ,

The form f ac to r s F

F n (k 2 ) = ( A2

1

1

m

m
to

tk2)

- m'

fp = FfNNp • l

S 0 ° gNNa
 a n d «

= 54 8.5 MeV , m
a

' 782 .8 MeV and m.
0

are given by

; ) / ( k 2 + A2 ) .

\ * 3gp

h = gNN{

= 650 MeV

- 960 MeV

O

In this work, we employ two sets of parameters;

Case A 8 J 5 L . 0.0778, 0.89, « » 3.17

Case B ; * NNn

2

0.0778,
HIT

, fjJNS
"• It*

7 OeV and r^ = 0.23

- 0.78, _ ^ £ = H.H

, 0.1)51, A = l.l|Qevandr =0.30fm

The hard core radii of both cases are adjusted so as to

reproduce the binding energy of the deuteron state. The

parameter set A Is similar to that used by K-F (here we employ
2 2

0.23 instead of = 0.35). The set B is chosen0.23 instead of ff

from table 8 in ref.9). The essential difference between two

parameter sets is of the inclusion of the a-meson exchange

term. Numerical integrations of coupled differential equations

(L-5) are performed with the Numerov method by modifying the

computing program for the deuteron state written by Lovitch

and Rosati.10) For convenience, the contributions from states

of L^6 are neglected.

The binding energies obtained for T=0 states are summarized

in fig. 1 (PULL). To examine the role of the tensor part,

the binding energies obtained by switching off the tensor part

of the OBEP are also shown in the same figure (N.T.).
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In the case of the parameter set A, the FULL calculation shows

completely different spectra from the N.T. calculation. The main

spectra of the PULL are determined by the off-diagonal tensor

interaction. We obtain two 3+ states, where the higher 3+ state

has one node (r =1.7fm). The lower state is unrealisticallyrms

deep (r =0.49fm) and should not be treated in non-relativisticrms

way. In the case of the parameter set B, the number of bound

states is not changed by switching off the tensor part, while the

spectra are changed drastically.

With both parameter sets, the minus parity states ( L_ =

p and/or P^ ) are produced at around binding energy of 250 MeV

(r =0.7fm) and these levels may be related to that found in
rns

phase shift analysis. It is, on tae other hand, an interesting

question whether the lowest positive parity state can be.observed

in experiments or not ? Employing the parameter set B, the

spectra in each isospin channel are calculated and summarized in

fig. 2. The binding energy of the lowest state decreases with

increasing isospin. To examine the potential dependence of the

spectra, we switch off the interaction of each meson exchange and

calculate the spectra. Then we find that the spectra with the

parameter set B are not so changed by switching off heavy meson

exchanges, but seriously dependent upon the n and a meson exchanges,

which are not so affected with this choice of the hard core radius.

For example, if the it meson exchange is switched off, the number

of T=0 states is reduced to three (3+ at 216 MeV, 1+ at 200

MeV and 3 at 67 MeV ), while the number of bound states does

not change drastically in other isospin channels. Furthermore,

if the o meson exchange is switched off, the total number of

bound states in whole isospin channels becomes only two ( 3

at 38 MeV and 1 at 8 MeV both in the T=0 channel). Hence one

may say that the main feature of the two A's bound states are

determined by multi-Ti meson exchanges with a reasonable choice

of the hard core radius, provided that the a meson exchange

interaction is interpreted as a scalor part of the two n mesons

exchange interaction.

In the meantime, recently one of the authors ( K.S. ) has

pionted out that the series of dibaryon resonances in the p-p

scattering experiment can be explainable as the i-N rotational

band ( band head is the s, state ( 2.14 GeV ) in the

fl-N system ). Hence we conclude that the spectra of dibaryon

resonances are reasonably explainable within the it, N and a system

(without compact 6-quark states ). The tensor and the T and o

meson exchange interactions play important role in the determination

of two A's bound states. Especially the tensor interaction is

very important to guarantee the negative parity state in the

T=0 channel, though it is not the F3 state. The study of the

decay modes of the A's bound states is now in progress.

One of the authors ( K.S. ) acknowledges the theoretical

division of the INS for partial financial support during his

stay at INS. The numerical calculation has been performed with

the FACOM M180IIAD at INS.
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Figure Captions

Pig. 1. T=0 binding energies of 2 d's system calculated with

potential parameter sets A and B. PULL denotes full

calculations. N. T. is obtained by switching off

the tenaor interaction.

Fig. 2. Energy spectra of 2 A's bound states calculated with

the potential parameter set B.
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